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changed, any system tends to “reset” to its 
original set point. Food inspectors who have 
cited violations often see them corrected only 
to find a few months later that the same prob-
lem is back again. While there is no known 
specific research on this issue, it is possible 
that this anecdotal “violation return” could 
result from a lack of dealing with underlying 
causes, and that the system gradually resets.

FIGURE 1 

Factors Affecting Food Safety in a Food Service Operation 

Safe 

 This paper proposes that food service oper- TABLE Foodations can be viewed as systems, with inputs, 
process, outputs, and feedback. As systems, 
they should have the general characteristics 
of any system, including complex underly-
ing factors that drive how things work and 
why, and natural set points (outcomes) de-
termined by these systems forces (Figure 1). 
In a food service operation, the underlying 
factors that affect the systems outcome (in 
this case, the relative risk to consumers from 
the foods produced) might be placed into five 
organizing categories: 
• 	foods and their inherent properties, 

Equipment SPECIAL REPORT
 

Economics• 	people, 
• 	equipment, 
• 	process, and 
• economic issues.
 In 2001, PHP set out to develop this com-
bination of concepts into a realistic field ap-
proach to the assessment of food service es-
tablishments and to use information gathered 
by these methods in efforts to improve food 
safety. Over the course of the last two years, 
an experimental systems-based methodology 
has been drafted, developed, and tested by 
NPS/PHP. This experimental methodology 
is evolutionary rather than revolutionary. In 
designing its approach, NPS has built on the 
Food Code and on past inspection techniques, 
and while using the HACCP principles to 
help determine the degree of control over 
key food safety flows, this approach goes be-
yond the HACCP concept, “drilling” below 
the flow charts and into the “systems forces” 
described by General Systems Theory.
 This food safety evaluation methodology 
has been designed for and is being piloted in 
a variety of retail food service operations, in-
cluding full-menu restaurants, quick-service 
restaurants, grocery stores/deli operations, 
and specialized food service operations found 
largely within the National Parks system.
 During the course of this pilot effort, pro-
gram personnel, operators, and NPS special-
ists who oversee the contracts of these food 
service operations have all been pleased by 
its use. Anecdotal information indicates that 
the approach is a natural one for both evalu-

Unsafe 

ator and operator and helps them to focus on 
important food safety management issues. It 
is hoped that, over time, an understanding of 
the deeper reasons behind the set points of 
kitchen outcomes will lead to effective, real, 
and sustainable improvements in food safety. 
Informal, early success of this pilot program 
has led NPS to consider expanding the use 
of these ideas and to consider committing re-
sources to the formal evaluation of the effec-
tiveness of this methodology. Because of the 
early, positive feedback, NPS wishes to share 
these ideas with other programs in the hope 
that others will consider the exploration and 
evaluation of this direction. 

Experimental, Systems-Based 
Food Safety Evaluation—Draft 
Methodology 

Step 1: System Description 
The first step in this method is to gather back-
ground information about the system to be 
evaluated. All other information about the 
system needs to be placed in the overall con-
text in which the operation takes place. Be-

cause there are outside forces (systems operate 
within larger systems) that affect an operation, 
these “macro-forces” need to be described.
 During any initial visit or when any opera-
tion changes management, asking a series of 
questions will help to build a description of 
the establishment. These questions were de-
signed to assist understanding of the overall 
input and feedback forces that might influ-
ence how a kitchen operates and why it oper-
ates the way it does. A simple summary of 
this information is documented at the top of 
the first page of a food safety evaluation re-
port. (Note: many jurisdictions already using 
HACCP-based approaches will find this first 
step very similar to current practice.) The se-
ries of questions to be asked is as follows: 
• 	Does the operation have an official, writ-

ten set of food safety policies? Does the op-
eration have a formal policy on employees 
working while ill? If not, how is this issue 
handled? 
• 	Describe the general nature of your opera-

tion, your type of service, hours of prepa-
ration and service, any off-site service, 
number of employees, etc. 
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&OOD�)TEM� .OT�#OOKED� #OOK�AND�3ERVE� #OMPLEX�&LOW 

2OUND�OF�2OCKY�-OUNTAIN�BUFFALO�	 8
 
#ORNMEALCRUSTED�RIVER�TROUT�	 8
 
#ORN�ON�THE�COB� %% 8 
"EANS� 8 
#ORNBREAD� 8 
0OTATO�SALAD� 8 
(OME�FRIES� 8 
#OLESLAW� 8 
"AKED�ROLLS� 8 
#RUDITÏS�PLATTER� 8 
0UMPKIN�STREUSEL�SPICE�CAKE� 8 
!PPLE�PIE� 8 
2HUBARB�COBBLER� 8 
"EVERAGES� 8 
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(AZARDS�AND�#ONTROLS�OF�.OT#OOKED��#OOKAND3ERVE��AND�#OMPLEX&LOW�&OODS 

&OOD� (AZARDS� #ONTROLS 

.OT�COOKED #ROSSCONTAMINATION�FROM�MEATS� 
AND�EMPLOYEES� 

%XCLUDE�ILL�EMPLOYEES 
(ANDWASHING 
.O�BAREHAND�CONTACT�WITH�READYTOEAT�FOODS 
0REVENT�CROSSCONTAMINATION�FROM�MEATS 
TO�OTHER�FOODS 

#OOK�AND�SERVE 0OSSIBLE�SURVIVAL�OF�DISEASE� 
ORGANISMS�OF�ANIMAL�ORIGIN� 

%NSURE�THAT�FOODS�ARE�COOKED�TO� 
PROPER�TEMPERATURES 

#OMPLEX�mOW 0OSSIBLE�GROWTH�OF�SPORE�FORMERS� 
OR�CONTAMINATION�AFTER�COOKING� 

#OOL�FOODS�QUICKLY 
+EEP�HOT�FOODS�HOT�AND�COLD�FOODS�COLD 
0ROPERLY�REHEAT 
0ROTECT�COOKED�FOODS�FROM�CONTAMINATION 
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interviews, the evaluator makes notes about ac-
tions, behaviors, and conditions that result in 
control and those that pull the process away 
from or out of control. For example, an em-
ployee places a food into an ice bath to cool, 
but the next shift comes in shortly after that ac-
tion and takes the product to a walk-in without 
checking the temperature. This action lessens 
the control that this operation has over the 
rapid chilling of foods being prepared in a com-
plex flow. A positive example might be found 
in an interview with a line employee who states 
that the supervisor makes rounds twice a shift 
to observe handwashing and discuss handling 
with employees. This is a positive force, adding 
to the degree of control that the establishment 
has over foods that are not cooked. 

Step 3: Exploration of Underlying Cause 
and Effect 
Beyond the HACCP principles, the General 
Systems Theory states that understanding the 
underlying reasons or system forces that cause 
things to operate the way they do is vital to 
any effort to change a system outcome or set 
point. After determining the degree of control 
there is for the three basic flows discussed 
above, it is necessary to “turn them sideways 
and drill down” into the deeper “whys” of the 
system. On the basis of the information ob-
tained in Step 2, individuals seen in control of 
or not in control of key issues are interviewed 
in an attempt to understand why they chose 
the actions that were observed. Cause-and-
effect diagramming is the mental model for 
these informal interviews. Starting with the 
behavior and working backward, interviewers 
ask employees questions that include some 
variation of “why.” For example, if a cook has 
been observed washing his or her hands at ap-
propriate times, the question sequence might 
look like this: 
• 	Evaluator: I noticed that you were washing 

your hands after handling the raw chicken. 
Can you tell me why? 
• 	Employee: Because if I didn’t, the supervi-

sor would say something. 
• 	Evaluator: Why is that? 
• 	Employee: Because they have a policy of 

washing hands between raw meats and 
other foods. Supervisors are required to 
check on this. 
• 	Evaluator: Interesting! When you can’t 

wash your hands, what keeps you from be-
ing able to? 
• 	Employee: Well, I usually do, but … I sup-

pose when it gets really busy, … that be-
comes almost impossible. 

• 	Evaluator: Any examples? 
• 	Employee: Sure, the cooks line at dinner, 

and I suppose when I’m working in the 
pantry and we get slammed, I … well, just 
have to go, go, go. 
This approach to interviewing takes some 

time to learn, and a combination of knowl-
edge about how to ask questions and ex-
perience in what gets useful information is 
important. Asking questions, like any other 
activity, is a skill that requires practice. As 
with the practice of other skills, paying atten-
tion to the result and using that information 
to readjust the questions helps in obtaining 
more useful information. Because gathering 
this deeper information is vital to the success 
of any systems-based approach, the authors 
include at this point some specific ideas. 

Useful Starting Assumptions 
1. People are unsure about themselves and 

naturally protect their standing/image with 
others. 

2. People being asked questions assume they 
are being tested or evaluated. 

3. The more comfortable or safe we feel the 
more open we are likely to be in answer-
ing questions. This sense of comfort is de-
pendent, among other things, on whether 
we know the person asking the questions, 
what we think the information will be used 
for, and how we perceive that it will reflect 
on us. 

4. Everyone views the same situation or pro-
cedure differently, so all of the above plus 
this fact mean that answers, even about the 
same procedure, will differ from person to 
person. 

5. In posing our questions, we are uninter-
ested in blame, but are instead very curi-
ous about the system, how it operates, 
and why, so that we may explore ways to 
strengthen it. 

Types of Questions 
There are many types of questions, all useful 
for different purposes. Given the purpose at 
hand, here are a few types and some explana-
tion and examples of their use. 
1. Closed Questions—Used to get yes or no 

answers. These questions may start with 
words such as do, is, can, could, will, 
would, should, and shall. 
a. 	Example: Do you cook the chicken to 

165°F? 
b. Use: When looking for very specific in-

formation, confirmation, commitment, 
or agreement. 

2. Open Questions—Used to allow for a wider 
range of answers and gather information. 
These questions commonly start with 
words such as how, why, when, where, 
what, who, and which. 
a. 	Example: What temperature do you 

cook chicken to? 
b. Use: To get more than a yes or no, to 

allow for a more expansive answer. 
3. Probing Questions—An open question that 

uses information already known or gath-
ered in order to get additional information 
(see also Questions of Clarification). 
a. 	Example: What temperature do you 

cook your chicken to? 
A: 165°F.
Ê
Probing Question: Why do you cook 

your chicken to 165 degrees?
Ê

b. Use: To drill down below the surface 
answer and gain additional information 
or insight. 

4. Direct Questions—These questions can be 
open or closed but in this context will most 
often be open questions that include an in-
struction (it also helps to use the person’s 
name). 
a. 	Example: Tell me, Ed, how do you pre-

pare your chicken? Just start at the be-
ginning and step me through it. 

b.	ÊUse: Allows the subject to tell you, ex-
pansively, in his or her own way about 
a specific subject that you are interested 
in. A question of this type gives the sub-
ject some instruction about how you 
want the story told (in this example, 
from beginning to end, step by step). Us-
ing subjects’ names gets their attention, 
makes the conversation more personal, 
and indicates your interest in what they, 
personally, have to say. 

5. Hypothetical	ÊQuestions—These are ques-
tions that place subjects in a situation and 
ask them to answer based on that situation. 
a. 	Example: Ed, when you are not able to 

wash your hands, what keeps you from 
being able to do that? 

b. Use: To invite the negative. Most peo-
ple, when asked something that may in-
criminate or embarrass them, will give 
you the answer they think you want to 
hear or that will make them look good. 
By phrasing a question this way, we 
have “given them permission” for the 
negative. Questions of this type often 
are used when the goal is to get some-
one to admit to a “wrong” answer, and 
in this context are likely to be used to 
get at the why of some difficult issues. 
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needed follow-up.” Information documented 
on the evaluation form is designed to indicate 
the degree of control over key food safety is-
sues. If the evaluator is unable to assess that 
control, then this section is used to note this 
fact (for example, few foods may be cooked 
during the evaluation and so cooking tem-
peratures may not have been taken). Another 
way to use this section is for reminders, such 
as, “Interviews indicate that the evening crew 
may conduct cooling in ways that differ from 
earlier shifts—this variation needs to be fur-
ther investigated during the next visit.” 

Box 3, “System Strengths,” is used to sum-
marize systemwide protective practices that 
cross process lines. For example, a well-
trained manager who has a positive attitude 
toward food safety issues could be mentioned 
here. Another example of data that would be 
recorded in this box would be a well-carried-
out training program for all employees. 

Positive observations are recorded in the 
boxes on the lower right of the first page of 
the Food Safety Report. These observations 
are organized by the three process categories. 
They should be actual knowledge, document-
ed either by firsthand interviews or through 
observation/measurement(s) of conditions or 
practices that are protective of a safe outcome. 

Negative observations are recorded on the 
ck) page of the Food Safety Report. FEATURES 
rvations may take two forms, not-
violations of the Food Code or sys-

tem weaknesses that may not pertain to code 
requirements or may be judged not to rise to 
the status of code violations. Text referring to 

actual code violations is accompanied by fill-
ing in of the boxes to the left: whether or not 
the violation is critical, whether the violation is 
a repeat from the previous evaluation, and the 
numerical model code citation. If the notation 
under “Description/Remarks” is considered to 
refer to a system weakness but not a code vio-
lation, then the three boxes to the left remain 
empty. Information about any foods discarded 
or actions taken in response to one of these 
weaknesses should be noted in this section. 

Using the information about strengths and 
weaknesses and adding insight from the explo-
ration of “why,” discussion with the operator 
should result in a set of agreements about ways 
to strengthen the system. These should be cap-
tured in the last section, titled “Agreements/Ac-
tions to Strengthen Food Safety.” They should 
not be simple corrections to violations such as 
“reheated the soup to 165°F,” but should be 
deeper, more permanent improvements that 
address the reason an issue was not controlled. 
To obtain greater buy-in for these statements, 
it might be appropriate to have the operator 
actually word and write these statements. 

Because of space requirements and because 
the two pages of the report are intended only as a 
summary of the evaluation, NPS uses an adden-
dum page to document most of the actual data 
gathered during the visit. Food temperatures, 
food flows, handling observations, and other 
measurements can all be placed on the adden-
dum page and then summarized in the report. 
The addendum is attached to the report and pro-
vided to the operator at the exit discussion. 

The Future 
Any translation of a conceptual approach such 
as systems-based ideas to application in the field 
requires compromises to ensure that the field 
methods are doable and practical. Attempting 
to understand a complex system, particularly 
why it operates the way it does and what the 
most influential underlying systems forces 
might be is a difficult task. The difficulties are 
exacerbated when one is trying to design short-
cuts that will allow a realistic timeframe for an 
on-site evaluation. This process control design 
for a systems-based evaluation shows promise 
for improving the ability to identify food safety 
hazards, for more deeply understanding the 
underlying reasons that food safety is compro-
mised, and for using this information to design 
more intelligent interventions. NPS hopes to 
continue to work with these ideas, expanding 
the initial pilot efforts and taking the next step 
of devising ways to measure whether this ap-
proach helps regulators and operators gain ad-
ditional control over food safety issues
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■ Career Opportunities 
■ Credentials 
■ Annual Educational Conference 
& Exhibition 

■ Regional Workshops 
■ Awards and Scholarships 

http: / /www.neha.org 
■ Membership 
■ National Radon Proficiency Program 
■ Terrorism and All-Hazards Preparedness 
Resources 

■ Online Training and much, much more!! 

Visit NEHA's 
Web Site! 
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